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As war clouds darkened over Europe in 1914, a party led by Shackleton set out to make the first
crossing of the entire Antarctic continent via the Pole. But their initial optimism was short-lived as
ice floes closed around their ship, gradually crushing it and marooning 28 men on the polar ice.
Alone in the world's most unforgiving environment, Shackleton and his team began a brutal
quest for survival. And as the story of their journey across treacherous seas and a wilderness of
glaciers and snow fields unfolds, the scale of their courage and heroism becomes movingly
clear.
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gsxr, “Shackleton’s own story, best account of the Endurance. Many books have been written
about Shackleton and the Endurance, often labeled as the greatest survival story of all time. I
have read other books and seen movies and television documentaries about this as well. This is
the account written by Shackleton himself, and tells the story first hand, and it is also a quite
engaging narrative, and pulls the reader along as well as many well-written novels. In the closing
chapters, Shackleton also includes an account of the fate of the Aurora, the “other half” of the
expedition. Highly recommended reading.”

Flutterbye, “they had strong intelligent leaders, and they worked together even when they ....
Very worth reading.For the armchair traveler who becomes fully immersed in their reading, this
book will take you to the Antarctic to experience, in detail, the heartbreak, determination, hope,
despair, and sheer determination of men who survived in and returned from a hopeless place -
not because they didn't give up, but because they never all gave up at the same time, they had
strong intelligent leaders, and they worked together even when they did not entirely agree with,
or like each other.Full of interesting true details too of how an expedition was formed, and ships
were procured, provisioned and staffed before we had such things as freeze-dried foods,
refrigerators, steel, antibiotics, .... all the stuff that simply did not exist in the early 1900s.
Anyone heading into desolate polar regions on a vacation excursion today owes it to themselves
to read this fascinating book, before you go.You'll have a much better appreciation that you are
going there with very high assurances of returning whole, healthy and on schedule, having seen
(and endlessly photographed) some of the wonders of that savage world in the comfort of warm
dry clothes, on well-planned landings from a ship where you are well fed, and sleep warm & safe
at night.”

Eflander, “Strength, Courage, Perseverance, and Ingenuity.. Non-fiction. In 1914, Shackleton’s
boat and crew get stuck in Antarctic ice. The ice crushes the boat so the crew has to travel
across the ice to land. Then Shackleton and a few crew members have to drag smaller boats
across the ice to open water to sail to a whaling station to get help for the crew members left
behind. It’s a thrilling story, perfect for reading on a hot humid day. One can only have great
admiration for the strength, courage, perseverance, and ingenuity of those men.”

David West, “Truth really is stranger than fiction. Enough has been said about the story to make
any further comment redunday. That said, Shackleton's style is one for the reader. His narrative
is engaging and he never bogs down in scientific gobbledegook. It is simply the recounting of an
expedition gone disastrously wrong. He doesn't embellish nor does he wallow. Things are bad
enough without having to make them seem worse and the bravery his leadership inspired needs
no exaggeration.The expedition was in several parts, Shackleton's being just one, and each had
their tales of woe. The reader that complained about being bored at the end is just missing the



point.The edition is virtually typo free and very much recommended. The lessons learned are
used today in managerial circles. It's incredible to think that we are learning things now that were
known about so long ago.Leaders like this are a rare breed and stories like this are rarer still.
Wonderful, thrilling reading and for the princely sum of nothing at all, how can you go wrong?As
a thought, the diagrams and pictures would have been a nice addition to this Kindle book but I
did see on the Windows 8 version a list of maps and illustrations. Maybe that's for PC only but
I'm not complaining.Now to read about Scott.”

Daniel, “An epic, real-life adventure. This is the epic real-life adventure of the Shackleton
expedition to the Antarctic that goes wrong in every way possible. Their story becomes one of
self sacrifice for their comrades and endurance against impossible odds. There is genuine
heroism, and there is real humanity here. Not an easy read, because it is composed largely of
daily logs, and not in the form of an adventure novel, but the slow pace accentuated by these
catastrophes give a real sense of just how torturous this expedition was.”

Philip W. Henry, “British Stoicism. SOUTH: THE LAST ANTARCTIC EXPEDITIONHere is a list of
equipment that Sir Ernest Shackleton did NOT have for his memorable Endurance expedition:
GPS location finders; radio ; RADAR, SONAR; computerized navigation; professional medical
care; thermal clothes; MRE'S (Meals Ready To Eat), double steel hull; air and logistical support,
public relations agents; marketing proposals; lawyers.Shacketon's crew navigated with a
sextant; traversed the icecap with dog sleds instead of ski-doos, and ate canned herring, tinned
meat, pemmican, biscuits and occasional seals.What he did have was an old ship, a strong
crew, an incredible work ethic, classic British stoicism and unerring sense of the right thing to
do.His book reads like a Robert Louis Stevenson or H.G. Welles story, but it is the unvarnished
truth. His matter -of -fact account is brilliantly illustrated by Frank Hurley's dramatic black &
white photos of The Endurance encapsulated in ice, its masts and spars dripping frozen water
like the maritime apparition in Melville's "Benito Cereno."I seriously doubt whether a modern
expedition equipped with all the bells and whistles and sponsored with corporate money could
duplicate what Shackleton's Endurance accomplished under the most adverse circumstances
imaginable.Because the Endurance expedition occurred in 1914-15 at the start of World World
War I Shackleton's accomplishment was largely overshadowed, and the Antarctic was all but
forgotten until the `fifties and `sixties when its scientific and strategic value was
rediscovered.Now, as the Antarctic ice cap melts from global warming, one wonders at
Shackleton's accomplishment.”

Tariki, “Enthralling. Long ago I read a full biography of Sir Ernest Shackleton and it has always
remained in my memory, with the chapters devoted to the 1914-17 expedition being the
undoubted highlight. The reality of the entire expedition, with many excerpts from the diaries of
the various participants, put virtually all adventure novels to shame. Here, by virtue of those who



have enabled the publication of this ebook (thank you), the first hand account of Ernest
Shackleton can be read. A great story told by one of the greats of polar exploration. Excellent.”

An Ebook Tops Reader, “An incredible journey. I have seen the Channel 4 film and have a large
'coffee table' book about Shackleton, but reading this in his own words, is a different
experience.It is almost impossible to imagine the hardships experienced by these men, in
appalling weather conditions of almost non-stop blizzards and temperatures down to 50 degrees
F below freezing. Not for weeks, or months, but for years. Totally cut off from the outside world,
no means of communicating with each other. It makes man's greatest achievement (the moon
landings) almost seem like a walk in the park!And there is no complaining, no whingeing,
nothing but a British stiff upper lip. It staggers belief that anyone could endure the conditions, but
these men almost relished the hardships, filled with wonder at the amazing spectacle of nature
around them.Well worth a read if you have any interest in the subject. I have only 2 minor gripes,
firstly, that the Kindle edition is without maps or photographs. Without maps it is hard to get a
feel for the scale and distances involved. Luckily my coffee table book is full of maps and
photographs, so it complements this very well. 
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The other problem is that several chapters at the beginning and end of the book drag a bit.
There are a lot of pages which just describe the day-to-day weather conditions, bearings and
position, sightings of icebergs, depth soundings, geological samples etc, which gets a bit
monotonous after a while. Once on the Antartic proper and the land journey is under way the
story moves along at a much better pace, so stick with it!”

Druid, “Victory from the jaws of defeat. Though with no human enemy, this is a story reminiscent
of Xenophon's 'Anabasis', even to the extent that the 'Sea' is the goal, and that of a leader
looking after and eventually delivering his men.The detail of the diary of the escape off the ice to
Elephant Island and thence to South Georgia is astounding and provocative, yet delivered
almost deadpan, without ostentation: What now, what should be next and how to achieve it.The
book also relates the story of the Ross Sea party, where sadly there were casualties, not to be



discovered until later.I had been expecting some of the photographs of Hurley (the official
photographer) to be included but they were not.Along with 'Shackleton's Boat Journey' by
Worsley, the crucial navigator, and 'Endurance' by Lansing, I thoroughly recommend this
book.Try 'Home of the Blizzard' by Sir Douglas Mawson too.”

Ebook Topsr, “Keep Calm And Carry On!. I downloaded this randomly for free and I have to say it
is the best free Kindle download I have chosen yet. I remain glad I downloaded it and would
actually pay full price to read a book like this.It's so detailed and yet covers the sweeping
adventure of Shackleton and his team exploring the Antarctic in the early twentieth century. It's in
diary format for the most part, with gaps filled in here and there. The story of the men involved as
well as the landscape itself and the wildlife - it's compelling. I really enjoyed it, although certain
parts did upset me a little (mainly the killing of animals parts).The style is very Keep Calm and
Carry On - very English gentleman on an adventure. There's no hysteria, everyone just seems to
accept the situation and just get through it as best they can, keep going, always stoic and joking
through some of what must be the harshest conditions I have ever heard of humans inhabiting.
This is a story of survival if nothing else.I watched a documentary about Prince Harry and some
Iraq veterans going to Antarctica the night before I started reading this book, by chance, and the
whole way through the book I couldn't help but constantly make comparisons of their conditions
with the modern-day. They covered a vast, frozen terrain and icy waters wearing woollen
jumpers and normal shoes with nails in the soles, never changing their clothes, wearing them
until they literally fell apart. They had nothing to protect them from the elements towards the end.
The food (and lack thereof) is mentioned often, and Shackleton comments that humans can
fortunately survive on any kind of diet. I certainly wouldn't have wanted to, though, especially
when they started digging up fish bones to re-boil up.A map would have been fantastic but
otherwise I don't think this account could be improved upon. A fantastic read that has stayed
with me. Recommended for anyone. Animal lovers should be warned about the middle section,
though.”

The book by Ernest Shackleton has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 1,173 people have provided
feedback.
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